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0. Prefixes which occurs with obligatorily possessed Awa1 nouns indicate possession of body 

parts, kin terms, and four additional miscellaneous nouns2. The categories of possession 

include first person singular ‘my’, first and second person non-singular ‘our, your’, second 

person singular ‘your’, third person singular ‘his’, non-specific third person singular 

someone’s’, and third person non-singular ‘their’. It is the purpose of this paper to describe 

the distribution of these possessive prefixes with body parts, kin terms, and the four 

miscellaneous obligatorily possessed nouns. 

The prefixes are listed in sets on the following chart. Those in Column 1 occur with body 

parts; those in Column 2.1-2.7, with kin terms; and those in 3.1 and 3.3, with the four 

miscellaneous nouns. 

                                                      
1 Awa is a New Guinea Highlands language spoken by an estimated 1,200 people north andsouth of 
the Lamari River, Eastern Highlands district. Awa belongs to the Kainantu group of languages 
including Tairora, Gadsup, Auyana, and Awa as the major representatives. The phonemes of Awa 
include nine consonants: p, t, k, q (glotttal stop), s, m, n, w, y, and seven vowels: i, e, and eh, high, 
mid, and low front vowels; u and o, high and mid back vowels; ah and a, mid and low central vowels. 
In general voiced plosives are stops following front vowels, elsewhere fricative or alveolar flap; /n/ is 
velar before velar phonemes, elsewhere alveolar. High tone is as writte as ´ . 

2 In the article “A Preliminary Survey of Awa Noun Suffixes,” Oceania Linguistic Monographs, Vol. No. 
6, 1962, the author has defined nouns as those word bases which may occur with suffixes to indicate 
size and number. 



The analysis recognizes the application of the following three morphophonemic rules. 

Rule 1:  Consonant final prefixes when occurring with bases beginning with w and u between 

the prefix and the base. 

Rule 2:  The final a of prefixes is lost preceding bases beginning with vowels, and it becomes 

i preceding bases beginning with y. 

Rule 3: Two like vowels coming together reduce to one. 

In example when morphophonemic rules are applicable the symbol > is used; it is to be read 

“becomes”. 

Chart of Possessive Prefixes 

1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.2 

First 
singular 

n- 
ni- 

nani- 
ni- 

nai- 
na- 

nai- nan- nai- 
nen- 

nen- nan-  ni 
nen- 
neni- 

First 
and 
second 
non-
singular 

i- 
u- 

iqtei  iqtet- iqtei- 
iqtei- 

iqtet- 
iqtei 

 iqtei- 
iqtei- 
iqtey- 
iqteti- 

Second 
singular 

atena- atena-   

Third 
singular 

wena wena-   

Non-
specific 
third 
singular 

a- 

Third 
non-
singular 

si- si-sensi- si- 
s- 
sens- 

s- 
sen- 
sens- 

si- 
s- 
sen- 
sens- 

 si 
sens- 

si- 
sens- 
sensi- 

 



1. Most body parts in Awa occur obligatorily possessed.3 The most common method of 

indicating this possession is by suffixation with the set of prefixes listed in Column 1 of the 

chart. 

1.1  First person singular n- freely alternating with ni- occurs with bases beginning with ah or 

w; elsewhere only ni- occurs. 

n-ahqmo ~ ni-ahqmo ‘my cheek’ 

n-wéh > nú-weh ~ ní-wéh ‘my mouth’ 

ni-úta  ‘my eye’ 

ni-i > ni ‘my foot’ 

1.2.  First and second person non-singular i- freely alternating with iu- occurs with bases 

beginning with w; elsewhere only i- occurs. 

i-wehi ~ iu-wehi ‘our, your chins’ 

i-ahqmo ‘our, your cheeks’ 

i-tu ‘our, your livers’ 

i-qko ‘our, your shoulder’ 

1.3. Examples of prefixes with other body parts are shown below. 

atena-ahte > aten-ahte ‘your ear’ 

wena-nuo ‘his neck’ 

a-ahwí > ahwí ‘someone’s chest’4 

si-syopeq > si-yopeq ‘their toes’ 

                                                      
3 Five body parts have beennoted which occur optionally possessed. They are: nah ‘breast’, nahnaoq 
‘nipple’, piti  'heart’, pe ‘pinis’, and tehqtaqkaweh 'front teeth’. When these are possessed, the possession 
is indicated by a noun or pronoun plus –ne possessive marker preceeding the body part. A number of 
the obligatorily possessed body parts show option as to the method of indicating possession. They 
sometimes are possessed in the same manner as the five optionally possessed body parts. For 
example, one can say se-ne a-uta (they possessive marker someone’s-eye) ‘their eyes’. Note that the a- 
‘someone’s is not dropped when pronoun plus possessive marker precedes. The a- could be said to 
become fused with the base in such cases, since the meaning of ‘someone’s’ is lost here. Although not 
mentioned again, the reader will be awareof other examples in the paper when a- could also be said to 
be fused with the base for the same reason. 

4The prefix a-, analyzed as non-specific third person singular, is reported by informants to indicate 
second person singular as well as third person singular with body parts only. 



2.  Prefixes occurring with kin terms are listed in Column 2. 1-2.7 of the chart. Kin terms in 

Awa always occur obligatorily possessed. Kin terms are defined as those noun bases which 

indicate a relationship between people and which may occur with the kin indicator –kawa 

phonologically alternating with –wa5. In order that the reader might easily identify the base 

and the kin indicator, the latter is included within parenthese when the bases are listed at the 

beginning of each section. Distribution of prefixes is correlated with the obligatorily 

occurrence of, the obligatory absence of, or the optional occurrence of the kin indicator. In 

example in which the kin indicator is separated from a base by a base by a slant line. When 

the kin indicator is not listed with base, obligatory absence is implied. First person singular 

and first and second person non-singular prefixes always occur with base with an obligatory 

absence of the kin indicator. 

2.1  Prefixes listed in Column 2.1 of the chart occur with the following kin bases:  

-tahn (kawa)6 ‘son-in-law’ 

-opane(wa)  ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ 

 -po(wa)  ‘father’ 

-paq(kawa)  ‘younger brother of male’ 

-tuwana(wa)  ‘husband’s brother’s wife’ 

-yoq (kawa)  ‘brother of female’ 

 -yaun (kawa)  ‘daughter’, and 

–to (wa)  ‘brother-in-law’ 

2.1.1 First person singular nani- freely alternating with ni- occurs with the bases  

-tah and –opane; elsewhere, i.e. with other listed bases and the allomorphs –yoq, -yau, and –to, 

only nani- occurs. 

nani-tah ni-tah ‘my son-in-law’ 

nani-opane ni-opane ‘my wife’s sister’s husband’ 

nani-po ‘my father’ 

nani-yoq ‘my younger brother’ 

                                                      
5 -kawa occurs with Class I and Class II nouns and –wa wth Class III nouns. Noun classes are phonologically 
defined in the article previous referred to2, “A Preliminary Survey of Awa Noun Suffixes.” 

6 Bases which end in nasals retain the nasals within the orthographic word only preceding the consonants s and k 
and all vowels. 



2.1.2 First and second person non-singular iqteti- occur with all above listed bases and the allomorphs 
–yoq, -yau, and –to. 

iqteti-paq ‘our, your younger brother’s 

iqteti-yoq ‘our, your brother’ 

2.1.3 Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena- occur with allomorph  

–yoq and –yau with obligatory absence of the kin indicator and with allomorphs –ayoq-kawa 

and –ayaun-kawa with obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator. 

atena-yoq ateni-yoq atena-ayoq-kawa aten- ayoq-kawa ‘your younger brother’ 

wena-yau weni-yau wena-ayaun-kawa wen-  ayaun-kawa ‘his daughter’ 

Only a slight meaning difference is noted between forms suffixed with the kin indicator and 

those without the kin indicator. The latter seem to denote attitude by the speaker of 

indicating a somewhat more intimate relationship between possessor and possessed. For 

example ateni-yoq ‘your brother’ seems to denote a closer relationship between ‘you’ and 

‘brother’ than does aten-ayoq-kawa. This difference in meaning is not noted in the English 

translations throughout the paper, and the attention of the reader is called to it in this one 

place only. 

atena- and wena- occur with allomorph –eto/wa and other listed bases with  optional 

occurrence of the kin indicator. 

atena-eto/wa > aten-eto/wa ‘your brother-in-law’ 

atena-than/kawa ‘your son-in-law’ 

wena-po/wa ‘his father’ 

2.1.4 Non-specific third person singular a- occurs with allomorph –eto-wa with optional 

occurrence of the kin indicator and with all other above listed bases and allomorphs –yoq-

kawa and –yaun-kawa with obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator. 

a-eto/wa eto/wa ‘someone’s brother-in-law’ 

a-po-wa ‘someone’s father’ 

a-yoq-kawa ‘someone’s younger brother’ 

Here and throughout the paper a- always occurs with all kin bases with optional occurrence 

of the kin indicator when preceded by a person’s name or certain nouns which refer to a 

specific person. 

ieta a-po/wa (Yeda someone’s –father/kin indicator) ‘Yeda’s father’ 

ahtati a-po/wa (girl someone’s-father/kin indicator) ‘The girl’s father’ 



2.1.5 Both si- and sensi- third person non-singular occur with all bases and allomorphs  

–yoq(kawa, -yaun(kawa), and –to(wa). si- occurs with the one base –tuwana/wa with optional 

occurrence of the kin indicators; elsewhere it occurs with obligatory occurrence of the kin 

indicator. 

si-tuwana/wa ‘their husband’s brother’s wife’ 

si-po-wa ‘their father’ 

si-yoq-kawa ‘their younger brother’ 

sensi- occurs with the bases and allomorphs with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

sensi-po/wa ‘their husband’s brother’s wife’  

sensi-po/wa ‘their father’ 

sensi-to/wa ‘their younger brother’ 

2.2. Prefixes listed in Column 2.2 of the chart occur with the following kin bases:  

-nahpuq(kawa)  ‘daughter-in-law’ 

 -no(wa) ipo(wa)  ‘parents’ 

-no (wa) ‘mother’ 

-nahno-(wa) ‘sister of male’ or ‘older sister of female’ 

-nah(wa) ‘grandchild’ and 

-nahpu(wa) ‘grandfather’ 

2.2.1. First person singular nai- occurs with the bases –nahpuq and –noi-po; elsewhere nai- 

freely alternating with na- occurs. 

nái-nahpuq ‘my daughter-in-law’ 

nái-noipo ‘my parents’ 

nái-no ~  na-no ‘my mother’ 

nái-nahno ~ na-nahno ‘my sister’ 

2.2.2. First and second non-singular iqtei- occurs with all listed bases. 

iqtei-no ‘our, your mother’ 

iqtei-nahpu ‘our, your grandfather’ 

2.2.3. Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena- occur with all bases with 

optional occurrences of the kin indicator. 

atena-nah/wa ‘your grandchild’ 

wena-nahpu/wa ‘his grandfather’ 



2.2.4.  Non-specific third person singular a- occurs with bases –no-wa and –nah-wa with 

obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator; elsewhere a- occurs with optional occurrence of 

the kin indicator. 

a-no-wa ‘someone’s mother’ 

a-nah-wa ‘someone’s grandchild’ 

a-nahpu/wa ‘someone’s grandfather’ 

a-nahono/wa ‘someone’s sister’ 

2.2.5. Both si- and sensi- third person non-singular occur with all listed bases. si- occurs with 

bases –no-wa and –nah-wa with obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator; sensi- occurs with 

bases –no/wa and –nah/wa with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. Elsewhere si- freely 

alternating the sensi- occurs with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

si-no-wa ~ sensi-no/wa ‘their mother’ 

si-nah-wa ~  sensi-nah/wa ‘their grandchild’ 

si-nahno/wa ~  sensi-nahno/wa ‘their sister’ 

si-nahpu/wa  ~  sensi-naphu/wa ‘their grandfather’ 

2.3. Prefixes in Column 2.3 occur with the single base {-tahta} (wa) ‘grandmother’ 

2.3.1. First person singular nai- and first and second person non-singular iqtei- occur with 

allomorph –nahtá. 

nai-nahtá ‘my grandmother’ 

iqrei-nahtá ‘our, your grandmother’ 

2.3.2. Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena- occur with both 

allomorphs –tahtá/wa and –nahtá/wa with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

atena-tahtá/wa ~ atena-nahtá/wa ‘your grandmother’ 

wen-tahtá/wa ~ wena-nahtá/wa ‘his grandmother’ 

2.3.4. Both si- and sensi- third person non-singular occur with –tahtá (wa). si- occurs with 

obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator; sensi, with optional occurrence of the kin 

indicator. 

si-tahtá-wa ~ sensi-tahtá/wa ‘their grandmother’ 



2.4. Prefixes listed in Column 2.4 of the chart occur with the following kin base: 

 -watena(wa)  ‘father-in-law’ or ‘older brother-in-law of married female’ 

 -wehq(kawa)  ‘husband’ 

wah(wa)  ‘older brother of male’ 

 -weh(wa)  ‘older brother-in-law of female’, ‘sister-in-law of female’. 

2.4.1. Fisrt person singular nan- and first and second non-singular iqteti- occur with all listed 

bases. 

nan-watena nanu-watena ‘my father-in-law’ 

iqtete-wehq iqtetu-wehq ‘our, your husband’ 

2.4.2 Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena- occur with all  bases with 

optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

atena-wah/wa ‘your older brother’ 

wena-wah/wa ‘his older brother’ 

2.4.3 Non-specific third person singular a- occurs with base –watena/wa with optional 

occurrence of the kin indicator; elsewhere a- occurs with obligatory occurrence of the kin 

indicator. 

a-watena/wa ‘someone’s father-in-law 

a-wehq-kawa ‘someone’s husband’ 

a-wah-wa ‘someone’s older brother’ 

2.4.4. Third person non-singular si-, s-, and sens- occur with all bases. si- freely alternating 

with s- occurs with only the one base –watena/wa with optional occurrence of the kin 

indicator and with other bases with obligatory occurrence of the kin indicator. sens- occurs 

with all bases with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

si-watena/wa ~ s-watena/wa >  se-watena/wa ~ sens-watena/wa > sensu-watena   

‘their father-in-law’ 

si-wehq-kawa ~ s-wehq-kawa > su-wehq-kawa ~ sens-wehq/kawa > sensu-wehq/kawa 

‘their husband’ 

2.5 Prefixes listed in Column 2.5 occur with the single base {-ahnin} (kawa) ‘sons’. 



2.5.1 First person singular nai- occurs with allomorph –nahni and nen- occurs with –ahni. 

nai-nani ~ nen-ahni ‘my son’ 

2.5.2 First and second non-singular iqtei- occurs with –nahni and iqtet- occurs with –ahni. 

iqtei-nahni ~ iqtet-ahni ‘our son’ 

2.5.3 Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena-occur with –ahnin/kawa 

with optional occurrence of kin indicator. 

atena-ahnin/kawa > aten-ahnin/kawa ‘your son’ 

wena-ahnin/kawa > wen-ahnin/kawa ‘his son’ 

2.5.4 Non-specific third person singular a- occurs with ahnin-kawa with obligatory 

occuurrence of the kin indicator. 

a-ahnin-kawa > ahnin-kawa ‘someone’s son’ 

2.5.5. Third person non-singular s- occurs with –ahnin-kawa with obligatory occurrence of the 

kin indicator; sen- freely alternating with sena- occurs with –ahnin/kawa with optional 

occurrence of the kin indicator. 

s-ahnin-kawa ~ sen-ahnin/kawa ~ sens-ahin/kawa  ‘ their son’ 

2.6. Those prefixes listed in Column 2.6. occur with two bases:  

{-ahtahna} (wa)  ‘mother-in-law’ and  

{-ónanah} (wa)  ‘younger sister of female’. 

2.6.1 First person singular nen- occurs with allomorph –ahtahna and ónánah. 

nen-ahtahna  ‘my mother-in-law’ 

nen-ónánah ‘my younger sister’ 

2.6.2 First and second person non-singular iqtei- occurs with both allomorph of both bases; 

iqtet- occurs with ahtahna and – ónánah only. 

iqtei-ahtahna ~ iqtei-nahtahna ~ iqtet-ahtahna ‘our, your mother-in-law’ 

iqtei-ónánah ~ iqtei-nónánah ~ iqtet-ónánah  ‘our, your younger sister’ 

2.6.3  Second person singular atena-, third person singular wena-, and non-specifi third 

person singular a occur with allomorphs –ahtahna/wa and – ónánah /wa with optional 

occurrence of the kin indicator. 

 



atena-ahtaha/wa > aten-ahtahna/wa ‘your mother-in-law’ 

wena-ahtahna/wa > wen-ahtahna/wa ‘his mother-in-law’ 

a-ahtahna/wa > ahtahna/wa ‘someone’s mother-in-law’ 

2.6.4. Third person non-singular si freely alternating with s-, sen- and sens- occurs with 

allomorphs –ahtahna/wa and – ónánah /wa with optional occurrence of the kin indicator. 

si-ahtahna/wa ~ s-ahtahna/wa ~ sen-ahtahna/wa si-ahtana/wa ‘their mother-in-law’ 

si- ónánah /wa ~ s- ónánah /wa ~sen- ónánah /wa sens- ónánah /wa ‘their younger sister’ 

2.7. The one prefix listed in Column 2.7 occurs with the base –nahq (kawa) ‘wife’. This base is 

unique in that it occurs in the one form only i.e. inflected with a- with obligatory occurrence 

of the kin indicator. 

a-nahq-kawa ‘someone’s wife’ 

3. Those four miscellaneous nouns with which prefixes listed in columns 3.1 and 3.2 occur 

are:  

-wahqpeq  ‘village’ 

 -wahtah  ‘relative’ or ‘the in-group’ 

-wa  ‘spirit’, and  

{-wig}  ‘name’ 

Although there doe not appear to be a classifiable semantic relationship of these four nouns, 

acquaintance with Awa culture and beliefs reveals that to the Awa there is a relationship, 

and this relationship is reflected in the grammar here. 

3.1. Prefixes listed in Column 3.1 occur with –wahqpeq and –wahtah. 

3.1.1. First person singular nan- occurrs with both bases. 

nan-wahqpeq > nanu-wahaqpeq ‘my village’ 

nan-wahtah > nanu-wahtah ‘my relative’ 

3.1.2. First and second person non-singular iqtet- freely alternating with iqtey- occurs with 

both bases. 

iqtet-wahqpeq > iqtetu-wahqpeq ~ iqtey-wahqpeq  > iqteyu-wahqpeq  ‘our, your village’ 

iqtetu-wahtah > iqtetu- wahtah  ~  iqtey-wahtah iqtetu-wahtah  ‘our, your relative’ 

 



3.1.3 Second person singular atena- and third person singular wena- occur with both bases 

atena-wahqpeq ‘your village’ 

wena-wahtah ‘his relatives’ 

3.1.4. Non-specific third person singular a- occurs with both bases but is dependent upon the 

occurrence of a noun preceding. 

nahou a-wahqpeq )Nahpu someone’s village) ‘Naphu’s village’ 

ahtati a-wahtah (girls someone’s-relatives)  ‘the girl’s relatives’ 

3.1.5 Third person non-singular s and sens- both occur with both bases. s is dependent upon a 

noun or inflected pronoun preceding; sens- occurs with no restrictions. 

mó ke s-wahqpeq > mó ke su-wahqpeq (other people their-village) ‘other people’s village’ 

nahpu-teq we-teq  s-wahtah    >  nahpu-teq we-teq  su-wahtah  

Nahpu-and  he-and  their-relative 

‘Nahpu’s and his relatives.’ 

sens-wahqpeq > senu-wahqpeq ‘their village’ 

sens-wahtah > sensu-wahtah ‘their relatives’ 

3.2. Prefixes listed in Column 3.2 occur with –wa and {- wíq}. 

3.2.1. First person singular ni- freely alternating with neni- occurs with the base –wa and 

allomorph – wíq. nen- occurs with the base –wa only. 

ní -wa ~ néni-wa ~ nen-wa nenu-wa ‘my spirit’ 

ní- wíq ~ néni- wíq ‘my name’ 

3.2.2. First and second person non-singular iqtey- freely alternating with iqteti- occurs with 

the base –wa and allomorph –wiq. iqtet- occurs with the base –wa only. iqtei- occurs with 

allomorph – wíq only. 

iqtey-wa > iqteyu-wa iqteti-wa ~ iqtet-wa iqtetu-wa ‘our, your spirit’ 

iqtey- wíq > iqteyu- wíq ~ iqteti-wíq iqtei- wíq ‘our, your name’ 

3.2.3. Second person singular atena- and third person wena- occur with the base –wa and 

allomorph – wíq. 

atena-wa ‘your spirit’ 

wena- wíq ‘his spirit’ 



3.2.4. Non-specifi third person singular a- occurs with both the base –wa and allomorph –kiq 

and –wíq. When a- occur with –wa, it is dependent upon a noun preceeding. 

nahpu a-wa (Nahpu someone’s spirit)  ‘Nahpu’s spirit’ 

When a- occurs with –kiq, it is dependent upon a modifier preceding; a- occurs with wíq with 

no restrictions. 

mota akiq (one someone’s-name) ‘the same name’ 

a- wíq ‘someone’s name’ 

3.2.5. Third person non-singular si freely alternating with sensi- occurs with the base –wa and 

the allomorph wíq.  sens- occurs with the base –wa only. 

si-wa sensi sens-wa sensu-wa ‘their spirit’ 

si- wíq sensi- wíq ‘their name’ 

4. The ten different sets of prefixes and the number of allomorphs in these sets do not present 

either a simple or concise anaylysis. No other feature of Awa grammar presents so many 

allomorphs as so thers possessive prefixes. A number of the prefixes appear to be 

combinations or fusions of the free personal pronouns7 and certain verbal affixes indicating 

person8. Robert Young reports that in Bena-Bena, another Highlands New Guinea languages, 

the possessive pronominal suffixes and the verbal affixes predicting the subject of the 

following verb are the same.9 

When discussing the various forms with the Ama people, we noticed that the older people 

were our most reliable informants. The children and even some of the young people have 

mastered all the forms. It is possible that some forms are the result of contact with other 

dialects of Awa. In light of the multiplicity of forms and the fact that now even the older 

speakers could be depended upon to supply all the varient forms, we feel it is probable that 

this part of the language is presently undergoing rapid change. 

                                                      
7  Awa free personal pronouns are: né ‘first person’, iqte ‘first and send person non-singular’, ate 
‘second person singular’, we ‘third person singular’, and ge 'third person non-singular’. 
8 Those verbal affixes to which we refer are: 1) three sets of non-subject person morphemes (possessed 
direct object morphemes and indirect object morphemes) occurring with independent verbs and 2) 
one set of anticipatory subject markers occuriring with dependent verb. These are presented in 
Richard Loving and Howard McKaughan, 1964, “Awa Verb Part 1: The Internal Structure of 
Indeoendent Verbs,” Verb Studies in Five New Guinea Languages, Publication 10 of the Linguistics 
Series of the Summer Institute of Linguistics of the University of Oklahoma. 
9  Robert A. Youn, 1964, “The Primary Verb in Bena-Bena,” Verb Studies in Five New Guinea 
Langauges, Publication 1o of the Linguistic Series of the Summer Institute Linguistics of the 
University of Oklahoma. 


